There is a short glossary and an adequate index. The management of eye diseases is orthodox in outlook, and the book is well balanced.
Blindness in West Africa. By F. C. Rodger, M.D., Ch.M., D.O.M.S. (Pp. xiv+262; 98 illustrations. £3 lOs.) London: H. K. Lewis & Co. Ltd., for the Royal Commonwealth Society for the Blind. 1959 .' During 1952 -1956 Dr. Rodger covered much of Nigeria and part of Northern Ghana in a survey sponsored by the Royal Commonwealth Society for the Blind. A series of papers have recorded his findings and the present monograph is a most helpful summary and systematization of these studies. Assessed against the incredible difficulties under which this work was carried, out one is particularly grateful for so much useful material. It is regrettable that in the discussion on onchocerciasis no indication is given of the significant work of Choyce, which has questioned seriously the role of onchocerciasis as a cause of blindness. It is also unfortunate that the credit for isolating the trachoma virus is not given to the Chinese workers who accomplished this. The monograph as a whole gives an indication of the size of the problem and provides a factual basis for public health and therapeutic measures. Ltd. 1959. "Roxburgh", which has for long been a favourite with students and general practitioners, has been revised by Dr. Borrie. Its virtues are well known: its readability and the brilliance of the black and white photographs. Although many new paragraphs have been added to bring it up to date and alterations made in certain sections, the book is still too long: there are remnants of past dermatological thinking which could well be discarded. The section on general treatment is the main offender. Is it true, for instance, in 1959, that drugs by mouth have no more than a certain limited value in dermatology? Why is arsenic on one page "rarely used in the treatment of dermatitis herpetiformis" and three pages later it is found reliable in the treatment of that condition? But after the fifty introductory pages the book settles down to sensible and reasonably selective discussion of the commoner diseases. What to leave out and what not to leave out is a problem for every author: it is only too easy for reviewers to put forward their biased suggestions but could not sarcoid have an honourable mention next time? That there will be a demand for another edition, there is no doubt. Let it be hoped that it will be considerably pruned.
The Physiology of Learning. By W. Ritchie Russell, C.B.E., M.D., M.A., D.Sc., F.R.C.P. (Pp. 28. 3s. 6d.) Edinburgh: Royal College of Physicians. 1957. This is an agreeable addition to the literature which has accrued around the paramount though difficult question as to the nature of learning-processes. Believing that a child's future depends largely on early parental influence, the author is impressed with the lessons now available to educationalists. A strong tradition of customs, loyalties and beliefs plays an important neuro-physiological role in the stable development of an efficient central nervous system. The author believes that these factors are cultivated more successfully in Scotland than in most other countries, though how many others he has experienced we are not told. Condensed in a generously illustrated and vivid manner, the subject matter is based on the examination of muscle biopsy material stained in various ways. The authors describe their technique and findings and correlate the latter with relevant clinical observations and with the results of other diagnostic methods. The "chambre claire" diagrams with which they supplement some of their photomicrographs go a long way towards facilitating visualization in depth of some of the processes described.
The illustration to text ratio is very high and the authors are to be congratulated not only on the quality of their figures but on the manner in which they have used them to convey so much information with a surprising economy of words.
Those who have had an opportunity of perusing and admiring Dr. Coers' previous work in French and regretted their linguistic shortcomings will welcome this book by the coauthors.
